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Export. Ghanimah Ibn Ma.Q: Neo4j Express server on Heroku I have been playing with Neo4j for
some time now, I'm fairly experienced with both node.js and relational databases but I'm having

some hard times with Neo4j. I have a backend where I need to receive requests from an HTTP API
that Neo4j accepts ( I've run a basic HTTP server with Express, using the standard configuration. I've

seen a few tutorials about creating a Neo4j server on Heroku using the Neo4j Heroku integration.
The architecture of the problem I'm having is similar to the tutorials, however, I'm running into some
troubles as I cannot get a success from my Heroku app. In order to deploy my app on Heroku, I have

to sign the code, so I created a.pem file and then installed it into the Heroku server. I then ran
"heroku config:add SERVICE=process.env.TRAVIS_URL" to add that value to the Heroku server. Then
I went to Heroku and created a dyno, set the environment variable and added the worker dyno to the
app. I then ran a Procfile with the following content (with the standard neo4j env var set): web: node

app.js However, when I do this, my app never begins. Here's the log:
2020-04-05T12:02:10.524075+00:00 heroku[web.1]: State changed from starting to crashed

2020-04-05T12:02:10.626840+00:00 app[web.1]: * neo4j-node (process #1) is crashing. Please
check your logs for more information. 2020-04-05T12:02:10.627051+00:00 app[web.1]:

/app/node_modules/@neo4j/bindings/bindings.node.ts:348 2020-04-05T12:02:10.627013+00:00
app[ c6a93da74d
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